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TECHNOLOGY

News and Ads to Debut on Snapchat
With 27 Million Users, the Mobile App Looks to Bring in News Content and Sell Ads to Go With It

Updated Aug. 19, 2014 6:25 p.m. ET

Snapchat Inc., the mobile app that creates vanishing messages, could soon be a service for disappearing videos, news articles and
advertisements.

The startup has held talks with advertisers and media companies in recent weeks about a service called Snapchat Discovery that would show
content and ads to Snapchat users, according to people briefed on the discussions.

Snapchat Discovery is set to debut in November, one of the people said.

At least a dozen media companies, including newspapers, magazines and television networks, have discussed providing content for Snapchat
Discovery, the person said.

The three-year-old startup has sought to raise money from investors at increasingly high valuations.
Agence France-Presse/Getty Images
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MailOnline, a news website of British newspaper The Daily Mail, is one of the potential news providers, said one person. A MailOnline
spokesman declined to comment.

The product would let users read daily editions of publications as well as watch video clips of TV shows or movies by holding down a finger on
the screen, like they do with photos and other messages on the app before disappearing.

A Snapchat spokeswoman declined to comment.

The offering could provide the three-year-old startup with its first revenue and demonstrate its potential value to investors. Snapchat last year
raised funding at a valuation of more than $2 billion and spurned an acquisition offer of about $3 billion by Facebook Inc.  Since then,
it has sought to raise money from investors at increasingly high valuations.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. last month considered and passed on an investment in Snapchat at a
valuation of more than $10 billion, according to people familiar with the matter.

Snapchat is looking to cash in as marketers grow eager to reach its rising number of young and
tech-savvy users.

The company doesn't disclose its number of users, but researcher comScore estimates 27 million
people used the app on iPhones and Android phones in June, up from 11 million a year ago.

While several brands, such as Yum Brands Inc.  's Taco Bell and food-delivery service
GrubHub Inc.,  already use the service to offer promotions and hold contests with
their most loyal customers, Snapchat Discovery likely would be the first paid promotions sold within
the app.

By joining with professional content providers, Snapchat would make its service more appealing to advertisers. The company last year unveiled
Snapchat Stories, a tool for linking together multiple messages that don't disappear as quickly as other "snaps" on the app.

"Snapchat has been laying a lot of groundwork for making it a place that is safer for brands," said David Berkowitz, chief marketing officer at ad
agency MRY.

To help make the pitch, 24-year-old Chief Executive Evan Spiegel has spent time in recent weeks meeting with ad executives in New York.

In a slide presentation shown at some of those meetings, Snapchat said that users send more than 500 million "snaps," or vanishing messages,
a day; over 50% of the app's users are aged 13 to 17; and that the average user checks his account 14 times a day, according to marketing news
site Digiday.

Publicly, Mr. Spiegel has offered few clues about how he hopes to make money from the app. In an interview at a tech conference last year, Mr.
Spiegel said he preferred building tools to help young and aspiring artists promote themselves rather than larger companies with big marketing
budgets.

Other messaging apps have found ways to make money beyond advertising.

WhatsApp, purchased by Facebook earlier this year, charges 99 cents a year after one year of free use. Japanese chat app Line made more than
$170 million in revenue in the second quarter largely from purchases of virtual goods and "stickers" depicting popular cartoon characters.
Chinese app WeChat, owned by Tencent Holdings Ltd.  , generates some of its revenue from videogames played in its app.

Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel, 24, rejected a Facebook buyout offer. Getty Images
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One marketer, GrubHub, began using Snapchat last year to reach its users on more than 100 college campuses in the U.S. It regularly holds
contests, where it rewards users with discounts on their next order in exchange for creating Snapchat messages showing their favorite foods.

Abby Hunt, a spokeswoman for Chicago-based GrubHub, said the company would consider paying for ads on Snapchat if that is offered.

"If it looks like it would be connecting us with new diners, we would consider it," Ms. Hunt said.

—Ben Fritz and Telis Demos contributed to this article.

Write to Gillian Tan at gillian.tan@wsj.com, Douglas MacMillan at douglas.macmillan@wsj.com and Jack Marshall at Jack.Marshall@wsj.com
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